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Jane, 
  
Just a couple of belated thoughts on last week's Martial Cottle Park Master Plan preferred alternative draft, 
which you should be gratified went so well; 
  
~ Could you incorporate some aspect of an historic oak studded valley landscape stretching from Canoas 
Canal on west diagonally to Snell Avenue entrance on east? This would not be quite the lollipop lined 
drive concept plan presently shows but more representative of oak savannah that historians claim existed. 
Also, parking areas could be shaded by islands of oaks rather than decorative tree grid unless orchard trees 
are chosen. In consideration of your agriculture emphasis, understand that edible landscaping will be an 
essential aspect of design, equally important as drought tolerant native vegetation and wildlife habitat. 
  
~ In regards a parameter trail and vegetated berm buffer on the western property line (into which Chynoweth 
Avenue and Vista Park Drive dead end), might I suggest that rather than trees (that adjacent property owners 
worry will spoil their valley vista view), you select an interesting palette of native shrubs and grasses.  Plant 
color can be realized throughout the year, such as with ceanothus, and will provide both habitat and buffer.  To 
provide ideal mutli-recreation-use buffer with this berm it might be a consideration to keep a bicycle lane on the 
flat, on outer edge of the property line for commute cyclists, a recreation trail for children and leisurely family 
walkers, joggers, or roller-bladers nestled halfway up berm, and then at the top of berm a trample trail for dog 
walkers and small tots to appreciate stop-start nature observation. This off-trail dirt path might be studded with 
rocks to discourage mountain bikes. This recommendation is made in consideration of conflicts in use that are 
evident on Los Gatos Creek trail and in comparison with clever Central Park multi-use design.  
  
~ In the Canoas Creek wetlands concept it might be feasible to jump start restoration by importing tules and 
cattails Santa Clara Valley Water District has to remove from south county streams to improve conveyance 
capacity this summer. There should be no contaminant or mitten crab concerns in bringing vegetation from that 
watershed to Canoas Creek but you can check on this with Judy Ingalls, SCVWD vegetation specialist. This 
wetlands tule vegetation is consideration for an adjacent marsh to Canoas Creek rather than in channel. 
  
~ Then lastly, after seeing the impressive landscape designs in recent San Mateo Garden Show, you might 
consider having a contest next January for local horticulturists to take over sections of this western berm to 
show what they would envision as interesting and workable plantings to accomplish all you need to consider in 
a drought tolerant and public recreation parkland interface. Please also include a wildlife corridor concept. 
  
Libby Lucas, Conservation 
CNPS, Santa Clara Valley Chapter 
174 Yerba Santa Ave., 
Los Altos, CA 94022 
 

Feeling the pinch at the grocery store? Make dinner for $10 or less. 


